Great Smeaton Academy Primary School
Remote Learning

What can my child expect from immediate remote learning in the first few days ?
Our children who are sent home from school or need to stay at home to learn have immediate access to core work on Teams. This includes Maths work using their White Rose
curriculum, Lexia, Pobble and Reading. There is a suggested timetable to work from to allow families to have some immediate structure to the day. Following on from that, our
school staff will, very quickly, be in touch with your child through the chat feature of Teams to support them get up and running alongside starting a fuller curriculum on a daily and
weekly basis.
If the school needs to close for any period of time, you will receive a Home Learning Pack that will operate with the information given on TEAMS.
You will be provided with
c
c
c
c

a suggested daily timetable to support those of you who need clarity around structuring the day
more detail for each of the subjects outlined
how and when to send work back to school
A click and collect service

Miss Evans will become the focal communication point to support each child at home as well as engage with feedback from the work they submit. Class teachers will mark work and
will also give feedback to your child. Miss Evans is also available for parents. You can message, chat and video chat on Teams to support you as you support your child / ren.

Suggested Timetable for Home Learning

Monday

Writing – 40 mins

Maths -40 mins

Lexia- 30 mins

Reading -30 mins

Pobble

White Rose maths
workbook

As per attached notes

Current reading book and
comprehension if
appropriate

Daily Challenge
As per Teams
assignments

Tuesday

SPAG/English

White Rose maths
workbook

As per attached notes

Current reading book and
comprehension if
appropriate

Wednesday

Pobble

White Rose maths
workbook

As per attached notes

Current reading book and
comprehension if
appropriate

As per attached notes

Thursday

SPAG/English

White Rose maths
workbook

As per attached notes

Current reading book and
comprehension if
appropriate

As per attached notes

White Rose maths
workbook

As per attached notes

Current reading book and
comprehension if
appropriate

As per attached notes

Friday

Pobble –extended piece

Pobble 365
Write a description of the Pobble picture for the day (https://www.pobble365.com). It can be treated as a straight forward description of what is in the picture or stimulus for a story start or
extract from a story. The child should be attempting to use ambitious vocabulary and sentences.
This should be completed in about 40 minutes, allowing time to check spellings, punctuation and grammar. The piece can be handwritten or word-processed. The word-processed work can
be copied and pasted into Teams for the teacher to respond to, or take a photo of a handwritten piece and upload as a picture onto Teams for the teacher to look at and respond to.
Each Friday the child will be expected to write a longer, more extended piece, maybe to create a short story. The expectation will be to write for up to an hour.
On other days a worksheet or activity will be put on Teams for the child to access and complete. This will usually be a word-processed sheet which needs completion, either by wordprocessing or by writing out.
Reception and Year 1 children will be encouraged to draw their own version of the picture and write a caption or sentence under it.

Maths
The children should aim to work for roughly 40 minutes on their White Rose booklet. This will mean they need to access the White Rose website for the teaching video, and then to
complete that section of the booklet. They should aim to complete one whole section of the booklet each day (4 pages, usually about 8 questions).
The answers are also on the website and can be accessed after completion and the work marked. The child can then upload their results, and any queries with questions which they were
unable to complete or got wrong onto Teams and the teacher will respond appropriately with further direction or arrange for a Teams meeting to go through any problems.
For younger children the work may need to be marked by someone older but again the teacher can be contacted through Teams for further help.

Reading
The children should read for at least 30 minutes a day, sometimes this will include working on a comprehension for a particular book they are reading. Some books, particularly for the
younger readers or those on Rising Stars, have questions in the back of the book which would need answering, either on a word document or by hand.
There will be a click and collect operating at school for reading books. Please let the teacher know when this is needed. When a new book is required it will be put into a box outside the
main school door in the collect box. A completed book can be put in the separate box which will be next to it. This will be done the next day and can be collected at any time during the
school day. The boxes will be put inside the school at the end of the day.
The teacher will arrange with some children to meet on Teams so they can read to the teacher, enabling the teacher to monitor their reading progress.

Daily Challenge

This will be put on Teams for the class. It will vary from day to day and may be: a physical challenge, a design or design and build challenge, an art challenge, a history challenge or a PSHE
challenge.
This should be completed within an hour at most and any resultant work can be sent, via Teams, to the teacher (word document or photo).
NB: The teacher will respond to any work sent through during the school day as soon as possible. Work sent after the school day will be responded to the next working day. If children are
not responding with completed work the school will contact the parent to encourage engagement by the child.

LEXIA
Below, you will find all the information you and your child/children need regarding distance learning relating to Lexia.
This is one of three areas Miss Evans will be responsible for in the event of your child having to isolate or the school having to close.
Your child has a username and password for this online programme. You will find the information to access this on Microsoft teams. Your child will also have their log on information in their
home learning pack.
We are asking your child to access Lexia for thirty minutes (or more if they wish) a day as part of their English and reading.
As an administrator to this, Miss Evans can see how long your child has been on the programme and how they are managing during their level. This means, the programme will quickly tell
me if and when your child is struggling with a unit.
Struggling
In the event of your child struggling with a certain unit on their level, they will be placed into one of three categories:
High Priority
Your child has had many attempts at this unit and needs intervention in order to continue.
When this happens, Miss Evans will be asking to work with your child over Teams/Zoom to help them move on.
Medium Priority
Your child has had a few attempts at this unit and it would be beneficial for your child to have intervention to help them move on before they become a high priority. (Lexia will very quickly
pick up on the parts your child is struggling with and enable them to have guided practice. They may be able to get themselves out of this priority level with continued guided practice)
Low Priority
Your child has attempted this unit once or twice and they continue to struggle. They may need intervention if they name continues to appear in this category. (Again, your child may be able
to get themselves out of this with guided practice)
Usage
Your child will have an allotted amount of time they need to complete during the week. You will find this time on the home page when they first log in. Some children need eighty minutes a
week whereas other children need twenty minutes a week. (If your child goes over their allotted time – Brilliant! Miss Evans will be able to see this too!!) Miss Evans will be able to see how
long your child has accessed the programme for and how long they need to meet their allotted time goal.
As staff, we encourage the children to show resilience towards a unit if they are struggling. It is beneficial to their learning to remain on a unit even if they are finding it difficult as the
programme will cleverly pick this up and aid your child in their learning.

What happens when my child finishes a level?
Miss Evans will be alerted when your child completes a level. As well as gaining a certificate, your child can complete ‘A Skill Builder’ which reinforces your child’s learning. These are only
accessible to an administrator but Miss Evans can download these and send them through to you. If Miss Evans feels a child needs reinforcement on a certain unit, Miss Evans will be asking
your child to complete a worksheet based on something they may have found a challenge.
If you or your child could take a picture of the work and email it to:
mevans@greatsmeatonschool.co.uk
Miss Evans can give feedback where necessary.

Intervention
Whilst your child is learning from home, Miss Evans will be available to hold small intervention lessons with your child. There will be specific children MISS EVANS would like to work with
which will be discussed with your class teacher. These interventions may be based around Lexia, spellings or times tables.
If your child has been struggling with a certain aspect of their learning given to them by their class teacher, Miss Evans will also available for interventions to aid them in their learning.
Well-Being
During these times, we as staff recognise the importance of being aware of our children’s mental health and well-being. Miss Evans will also be available for talks with your child if you or
they feel they need someone to talk to. This could be anything from a daily ‘chat’ to me reading them a story. Miss Evans will also have access to Compass Buzz resources – our well-being
programme, if she, or you, as parents feel your child needs something a bit more specific.

Reading
Miss Evans will also be asking some children to read to her during their home learning. Although this can sometimes be a challenge over Teams/Zoom we will be encouraging daily reading
from your child/children.

Purple Mash
Go to https://www.purplemash.com/sch/greatsmeaton
This should take you to the login screen:

Use the child’s username and password to log in. This should take you to the home screen:

MULTIPLICATION TABLES
The children can go into the games section.

To practise specific times tables click on the Multiplication game icon.

Click on the Launch App button.

Click on the Custom button.

Select the tables you wish to practise by clicking on the buttons (they turn green). Click to
deselect (they turn grey).
Change the time limit only to required time (15 mins recommended).

Click Start Test

LOGO
Scroll down to the Logo section:

The child should watch the Introductory video then click on The Time-Crimes of Logonator
Then Launch the app. After the video the child may click on the first mission.

Each mission completed unlocks the next mission. The child should work their way through the missions

GRAMMAR

In the Grammar Games section each child should click on the appropriate section:

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

The child can work through the activities within.

Year 5

Year 6

Following the first few days of remote education, will my child be taught broadly the same curriculum as they would if they were in school?
We teach the same curriculum remotely as we do in school wherever possible and appropriate. However, we will, at times, need to make some adaptations in some
subjects.

Remote teaching and study time each day
How long can I expect work set by the school to take my child each day?
We expect that remote education (including remote teaching and independent work) will take children broadly the following number of hours each day:
Reception
Key Stage 1
Key Stage 2

Accessing remote education
Our key means of communicating with children is through Teams. Daily and weekly assignments will be put in the Class area. You will also see that children will access work
through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lexia website
Purple Mash
White Rose Website
Pobble 365 Website
BBC Bitesize
Audible

If my child does not have digital or online access at home, how will you support them to access remote education?
We recognise that some children may not have suitable online access at home. We have already sent out a survey form to establish the family connectivity and hardware
available to your children. We will make sure this is still the case with you and where we note that there are issues that may well impede your child’s learning we will:
•
•

Ensure they have a laptop from school available to them that has been made safe for remote learning
Access the government scheme to provide laptops for children in this category. We are able to apply for a very small number and have already done this.

•
•

We will work with our IT providers to ensure we break any barriers possible to supporting your child at home
If none of the above are possible we will look at your child being educated in school.

We will be in touch with you to check on your details and where we are able to lend devices, we will ask you to sign for them and to recognise your liability when taking
it off the school premises.
Children will be able to submit work through Teams or they can drop any printed work off at the school door. We operate a ‘click and collect’ service to support families
when items such as reading books need to be changed or work being submitted.

How will my child be taught remotely?
We use a combination of the following approaches to teach children remotely:

•

•

•

live teaching
o

This is not a preferred option as our software and capacity does not work as effectively as perhaps in much bigger schools

o

We do have some live reading sessions to the children in both small groups and classes

o

We do have some children reading on a one to one basis with a member of staff

recorded teaching
o

we will use some recorded teaching such as the Oak National Academy for science teaching

o

some BBC Bitesize sessions

printed paper packs produced by teachers (e.g. workbooks, worksheets)
o

White Rose Maths booklets

•

textbooks and reading books children have at home

•

commercially available websites supporting the teaching of specific subjects or areas, including video clips or sequences

o
•

BBC Bitesize / Newsround

long-term project work and/or internet research activities (as per the schools full opening guidance, schools full opening guidance, schools are expected to avoid an
over-reliance on these approaches)

Engagement and feedback
What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and the support that we as parents and carers should provide at home?
We expect all children at home to work with the daily and weekly learning as set by school. They are expected to sign in each morning to register their ‘attendance’.
Children will be set between 3 and 5 hours learning each day depending on their age. We expect parents to set routines within the home and seek the on line support that
is available for all children each school day.
Children are expected to be independent and resilient and we ask parents to support us in developing this at home. We do not need parents to do the work for their child.
Where this happens we are not able to judge progress accurately.

How will you check whether my child is engaging with their work and how will I be informed if there are concerns?
We will check each morning that child has accessed Teams and can view all assignments. Both planned and random chats on the platform will happen throughout the day.
Children are encouraged to raise issues with staff through Miss Evans. Staff in school will be proactive in watching for any issues from all children. Parents are actively
encouraged each week to let us know of any issues for them or their children.
Our website keeps parents up to date on a weekly basis through the newsletter posts.

How will you assess my child’s work and progress?
Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written comments for individual children. For example, whole-class feedback or quizzes marked
automatically via digital platforms are also valid and effective methods, amongst many others. Our approach to feeding back on children’s work is a daily activity and uses
Teams as the platform. Miss Evans often gives immediate feedback on an informal and formal basis, while the teacher will give feedback on progress and development.

Additional support for children with particular needs
How will you work with me to help my child who needs additional support from adults at home to access remote education?
We recognise that some children, for example some children with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access remote education without
support from adults at home. We acknowledge the difficulties this may place on families, and we will work with parents and carers to support those children in the
following ways:

•
•
•

provide face to face support through Teams platform
provide their own lapbook that they use in school
differentiate our expectations based on our knowledge of the child and their family

